
600-800kg/h 304 Stainless Steel Customised
Boba Maker Machine For Making Boba
Specifications :

Payment Terms L/C T/T Western Union

Keyword boba maker machine,popping boba making machine,,automatic boba making machine

Detail Introduction :
Boba Maker Machine

Popping Boba Machine is developed by Popping Boba Maker to make popping beads. The
popping beads produced are round, transparent and brilliant, which are suitable for materials,
decoration, and matching of various drinks and desserts. It has the characteristics of high speed, high
stability, stable molding effect, etc. It meets the national food hygiene standards.

Automatic Boba Making Machine Parameter.
Automatic Boba Making Machine Parameter.

Model Output Number of nozzles Pouring speed Price
CBZ-200 200-250kg/h 192 20-30times/min 290000?
CBZ-400 400-450kg/h 384 40-60times/min 370000?
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Performance of Popping Boba Making Machine.
1. Patented product, widely used in beverage, ice cream, and dessert industry.
2. Can produce various types, colors, shapes, and flavors of popping beads, customized according to
demand.
3. Capacity can be customized according to the needs of each customer.
4. Reliable performance, easy to operate and maintain, easy to get started.
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5. Independently adjusted so that all popping beads are the same size.
Popping Boba Machine's core.
1. The filament casting, reduce vibration noise, positioning accuracy of less than 0.1mm, the
production of popping beads of high-quality uniformity.
2. The overall use of three sets of servo control systems, with the filament output power, reduce
vibration, stable output.
3. The overall use of a control system, brainless operation, early warning, operating restrictions,
reduce the failure caused by human factors.
4. Develop the second unified calcification function, reduce the rupture of bursting beads due to short
calcification time, reduce the probability of breakage, and adopt the production process of bearing up
and down.
Advantages of Boba Maker Machine.

Boba Maker Machine's advantages.
1 With decades of history.
2 With an experienced team, design team, professional engineers.
3 Advanced professional technology.
4 Experienced engineers on-site after-sales service.
5 Lifetime service with a one-year parts warranty.
6 Variety of product manufacturing options available.
7 Regular follow-up conditions after installation.

Boba Maker Machine's product customization process.
1. Customers provide and note their desired taste, molding method, shape, size, flavor, etc.
2. Confirm the details and performance with the customer after receiving the notes.
3. Customer payment.
4. Produce according to customer's requirements.
5. Contact customers to determine the mode of transport after the completion of production to
arrange transportation, real-time tracking of logistics information.
6. Door-to-door installation attentive after-sales service, 24 hours for online guidance.
Boba Maker Machine products are sold in many countries and regions and get their affirmation and
support. We take customer satisfaction as our goal, constantly improve our core competitiveness and
devote ourselves to the design, development, and promotion of new products. We attach great
importance to every customer's opinion and sincerely welcome you to visit us, your suggestions will
become our valuable asset!
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